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Change eye color drops reviews

Image not available forColor: Top positive reviewsTos positive ratings› Angela C4.0 of 5 stars What happened to amazon drops???. They really worked! Revised in the United States on November 27, 2019*Edit: I keep reading review after review of people who have used the product for 1-3 months and have not seen results, so they give the product a negative review and affect others who are looking for true reviews. The product
clearly says it takes 12 to 18 months to work. If you will not commit to this deadline, then do not buy, as you will not have results and just spend your money. Since when has following instructions become so difficult? If they tell you to take antibiotics for 10 days and use them for 1 and they don't work, then who's to blame. Maybe it's a bad analogy, but it's the same general idea. These reviewers are NOT following the instructions. The
drops worked faster than the balm, but were discontinued. The balm takes 12 to 18 months and is clearly indicated in the product description. Why would you expect results in a few months? Okay, all these people blindly claiming that these products don't work are spreading misinformation. I have been using the drops for 6 months now and my dark brown eyes have loned to medium brown in that period of time. I'm a real person and
I'm saying the drops worked. However, now, suddenly, Amazon has stopped selling eye drops and only sells this balm that is more expensive and takes twice as long. I contacted Amazon and requested a refund as those of us who were committed to this product intended to take it for at least the full 12 months and now we cannot. Amazon offered no other solution than to buy the balm. Fortunately, the balm seems to be working as
my eyes continue to gradually lighten. The balm, made by a company called iColour, claims to naturally change the color of your eyes over time. According to iColour, balm — which is applied to the skin under the eye, not directly in the eye — works by inhibiting melanin production, thus changing eye color over time. Our eye balm is the safest way to change the color of your eyes because the product never comes into direct contact
with your eyes. The active ingredient is absorbed by the skin and reaches your eyes without any risk of contamination or allergic reaction, says the product description on Amazon. But eye experts said it's unlikely to work.Dr. Andrea Tooley is an ophthalmology resident at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, and a spokesperson for the American Academy of Ophthalmology. She explained to BuzzFeed News that eye color is
determined by genetics. Your genes determine how much melanin there is in your iris cells. If you have a lot of melanin, it means that your eyes are dark brown, while if you have very little, your will be blue. Everything else is somewhere on a scale between the two extremes. There are a few different ways that you can change the color of your eye if you have different diseases or you you a foreign body in her eye, she said. Those are
all the conditions you don't want to have. A prescribed eye product that is known to change eye color as a side effect is Latisse, which makes eyelashes longer but is also known to darken the eyes as well. It is a very infrequent side effect, according to the company that does, but it can be permanent. The same active ingredients - prostaglandins, or hormonal compounds originally intended to treat glaucoma - are found in some sera
and eyelash enhancers, and this is totally legal. What probably won't change the color of your eyes is a product that says it can lighten your eyes, Said Tooley.Dr. Guillermo Rocha, ophthalmologist and former president of the Canadian Eye Society, agreed. He said that while some glaucoma medications have been known to darken their eyes, there is nothing that works the other way. Nothing that can be applied topically will produce
an iris that will go from brown to light blue or blue-colored, he said, adding that iColour's claim is I think a little elasticity. He also noted that the iColour balm lists n-acetyl-glucosamine as an ingredient. He reviewed the medical literature and found that although n-acetyl-glucosamine used it to treat skin hyperpigmentation, there is no research on its use in the eyes.iColour has a legal exemption that says: These statements have not been
evaluated by the Food &amp; Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. Products marketed as cosmetics are not tested, approved and regulated by the FDA in the same way as medicines. In general, nothing will make your eye spin from brown to blue, Tooley said. In my clinical experience, any medication you apply to the eyelids will not get into your eye itself, Said Tooley.And
as the product is not FDA approved or tested in terms of its ability to change eye color, there is no way to know if it works, or even what is actually in it. Tooley said putting products with uncertain ingredients in or around the eyes is a good recipe for an allergic reaction or infection. We don't know if it's safe for your eye, she said. Rocha agreed, saying there is no way to know if iColour products are safe or effective without proper
testing. I don't know how that's applied, and whether it would be safe or not, simply because there's no formal trial, he said. Neither Disick nor iColour have yet responded to buzzfeed news requests for comment. I think the best thing people can do to take care of their eyes is to love the natural color of their eyes that is unique to them, Tooley said. 1. Wash your hands well before use. 2. Store the bottle in refrigeration after opening. 3.
Sterile product if the bottle is intact. 4. Replace the cover after use. 5. Not for injection. 6. Keep out reach of children. Note: Each bottle contains approximately 1 month of use if used in accordance with the General Instruction Guidelines. Statement. Aqua, Glycerin, Carboxymethylcellulose Sodium, N-acetylglucosamine, Potassium bicarbonate, Boric Acid, Purified benzyl alcohol liquid content :sterile 0.30 fl. Oz. (9 mL) Manufactured by
:CME How it works ''Change my eye'' color-changing eye drops uses a unique mechanism of action that provides a gradual change in eye color. The active ingredients consist of allowing a chemical reaction at the forefront of your eye (Iris), as each individual's eye color differs, the ingredients within our eye drops open the chamber before the eyes and our solution alters the color of the eyes mentioned above depending on whether the
eyes were naturally dark or naturally light over time, this chemical reaction alters the amount of light and melanin within the eyes of individuals, changing the color of the eyes over a course of months. How long before you see results Your eye color will gradually change over time, and it can take 5 to 7 months, depending on the natural color of the eyes. If I use eye drops more than once a day, will I achieve faster results? You can
experience faster results, however we recommend that all customers have given the product instructions and guidelines. Are the results permanent? The results are semi-permanent and can last up to several years. Is this product considered safe for my eyes? Yes, our enhanced formulation of an olyo-priduum is specifically intended for the use of the eyes. It will come 100% sterile and tamper-proof. Does this product create any bad
side effects? No, our product has no known side effects. Does this product work on everyone? Yes, our product is effective in all colors and ethnicities. Can I use these eye drops with contacts? Yes, however you should take out your contacts before applying the eye drops. What time of day is better put eye drops? Apply them whenever it is more convenient for you, for most people it is early in the morning or in the evening. How long
does a bottle last? About 1 month. How much is a bottle? A bottle sells for $69.95, regardless of the eye color selection. What eye colors do you currently have available? Currently we carry the following eye color formulations: Amber, Light Blue, Dark Blue, Dark Green, Light Grey, Green, Hazelnut, Honey, Light Green, Sterling Grey Can I change/change to a different eye color later? Yes, you can change between the colors of the
eyes we offer. However, keep in mind that you will have to take it for the same period of time to achieve a different color. How old do I have to be to use this product? People of all ages are wearing color-changing eye drops .'Change my eyes'.' However, you must be 18 years or older to order. - Sort by: Latest Filter Rated Latest: No 5 Stars 4 Stars 3 Stars 2 Stars Useful I ordered the light blue eye drops in March of the year 2019 I
have used them continuously and at the same time every day since March and there is no change in the color of my eyes I am very disappointed and and without a lot of money I feel i should be refunded all my money back that i paid i feel this is a scam..... I've been using it for two and a half months. They say it takes about 4 months average to see results. I took a previous photo and a current photo. You decide if you think they've
#10318 this company is the worst. A giant blow. They never answered my e-mails and now my money went down the drain. The number does not work and I sent more than 20 emails. DO NOT BUY ON THIS SITE. They don't work. Absolute blow. Light green eyes for six months every day and my eyes remained dark brown so I ended up opting for a laser procedure in Barcelona my eyes are now grey blue. Okay well, I'm a real
person. I've been in the States to be exact. This company is neither a fake nor a fake. Yes, it takes a little time to get your product/s purchased, but they are coming from Australia. I ordered the sterling grey drops on September 8 and the drops arrived on October 6. Don't worry about paying for express shipping, customs won't deliver in time I promise you. In addition, there is an application called Shop, it tracks your orders online. You
have to use the same email used when you made the order/s. Sendle will be the receiving and shipping partner, at least for my part of the southeastern Us region, i.e. Now, for the drops... They work. I have Amber Hazel's eyes to begin with, but I started to notice a lightening of the color of my eyes in a few days. yes, he slowed down after that. It's been over a month and my iris is gray, my eye color fluctuates daily, yellow, green, and
a very light honey/orangisas colors. I wore them at least twice a day. There are a maximum of 12 hours between the use of the application. They should be kept refrigerated as well. This is not a process that will happen overnight or within a month. You're changing the color of your eye to cry out loud. If it didn't take a while, then I'd be skeptical. For those who have done no result and religiously bought and used it, I'm sorry. It states
that it won't work for everyone and the results vary though. I'll see what the results are at the end of the bottle I'm using at the moment. Much to be continued. Customer service never responded. Ordered two bottles only received one. Emailed 4 times without reply. Works! But on my last shipment I ordered two bottles, I only got one. I sent an e-mail four times unanswered. It's not acceptable ! I have been using turquoise for 2
months absolutely no change my eyes are dark gray waste of money not buying These eye drops are seriously dangerous. After 3 weeks of using them I started having very bad headaches which then lead to sinusitis. I'd advise everyone against that. God knows that long-term health affects these drops of Alfie. Product came, did not respond to any of my emails I never received my order, paid for an express shipment of his Two
months. I tried to contact customer service, wrote 6 different emails, they never answered me. So I think every good review is false because they take your money and don't send anything. On instagram, they do not respond, on youtube the comments disabled. That proves it's a scam. Watch out for people So far I'm seeing a little change and it's only been about 5 days! I have extremely dark black eyes and now they're the color of
chocolate. I bought the light blue. I know this is going to take time, so I'm not looking for dramatic changes in a month or two, but I'll say I use the drops morning, at night, and at night! I'll be back in a month or two to update. The products came very fast, no problems since buying, my cousin used this and her eyes were so good I have been using the product every day I bought it in the summer. No change. Only about 3 months in, but
my eyes are much lighter than before i started, and I have really dark eyes Horrible blow I used this product for 6 months twice a day, i didn't skipped a day and zero changes. They don't answer e-mails. They say it doesn't work with some people. but does not work for anyone rsrsrs. Fake product from abroad. This company is a total blow. It was 6 months of use of these drops and nothing has changed and there the YouTube video is
only with people who have colorful eyes ready before and after. Thier Costumer support does not exist and took a month to receive the ow service. Avoid this company and save your money. Customer service is non-existent; made an order and never received- much money to spend.... in nothing! There are more reliable companies out there, do your research! www.changemyeye.com is evaluated at 2.67 based on 30 evaluations
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